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  1. Which of the following is a traditional Russian soup?

Ewedu

Minestrone

Shchi

2. What is the Ukha soup made of?

Beef

Crab

Fish

3. What is the name of the soup traditionally eaten by Russian peasants at rough times?

Tyurya

Rassolnik

Ukha

4. What is the cold soup based on kvass or kefir called?

Rassolnik

Ukha

Okroshka

5. What is the main ingredient of Shchi?

Pork

Carrot
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Cabbage

6. What is the other name of the Svekolnik soup?

Tyurya

Kholodnik

Vatrushka

7. What is the hot soup in a salty-sour cucumber base called?

Blini

Syrniki

Rassolnik

8. Which tribe did Russians adopt Lapsha from?

Slavs

Celts

Tatars

9. What is the name of the thin pancakes or crepes that traditionally eaten with caviar and sour creme?

Blini

Syrniki

Vatrushka

10. Which of the following ingredients are not included in the recipe of Shuba salad?

Herring

Pickles

Mayonnaise
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Russian Cuisine Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Which of the following is a traditional Russian soup?
  Ewedu
  2. What is the Ukha soup made of?
  Fish
  3. What is the name of the soup traditionally eaten by Russian peasants at rough times?
  Tyurya
  4. What is the cold soup based on kvass or kefir called?
  Okroshka
  5. What is the main ingredient of Shchi?
  Cabbage
  6. What is the other name of the Svekolnik soup?
  Kholodnik
  7. What is the hot soup in a salty-sour cucumber base called?
  Rassolnik
  8. Which tribe did Russians adopt Lapsha from?
  Tatars
  9. What is the name of the thin pancakes or crepes that traditionally eaten with caviar and sour
creme?
  Blini
  10. Which of the following ingredients are not included in the recipe of Shuba salad?
  Pickles
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